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Abstract: Several types of acupuncture instruments have
come out and brought convenience to the practitioners,
however, the existing devices seem infficient and too
sensitive to operation environment. In this paper a project

Some machines use loud speakers to indicate the positions,
however it is hard to distinguish the tones of the speaker at
different testing positions. The to be developed machine

will

overcome

the drawbacks of the currently

of developing computer-based acupuncture instrument is
explained, which the product will provide two major

machines and be more convenient for application.

applications, medical treatment to patients and collecting
for researching on the meridians

METHODS AND RESULTS

used

bio-electrical signals
systems.

The to be developed electroacupuncture instrument can

offer a more scientific control method of point
stimulation/treatment. The stimulating current, from

INTRUDUCTION
Electro-acupuncture therapy is a modern development
of acupuncture technique using a minute electrical current
to stimulate acupuncture points via needles. These electrical
machines are used to replace prolonged manual stimulation
acupuncturist
of acupuncture needles. Nowadays

therapeutic skills, especially in the western countries,
heavily depend on the machines. When treating diseases,
doctors should set output waveforms by the knob on the

intensity to frequency, can be controlled through program.
The instrument will have following properties:
(a) can diagnosis diseases and offer curing data by the
expert system. This needs the instrument enables the
systematic gathering of a large quantity of information
relating to patient care and establishing the disease

(b)
(c)

machine panel, and manually control the stimulating
intensity from weak to strong or vice versa by turning knob.

Also they should always be alert of the treating time.
Usually, the machine can output three types of pulse
waveforms, i.e., Continuous, Dense -Disperse and Burst,
which are suitable to different acupuncture points and
diseases. Voltage should be adjustable of 5-20 volts and
frequency from

I to l50Hz. Some acupuncture machines

with acupuncture point
detector, so that the acupuncture points can be detected by
the lower skin impedance values of acupuncture points [].
combine electric stimulator

database with acupuncture.
can detect the acupoints of meridians.

can automatically choose the needed electric-currents
magnitude, frequency and waveforms particular to the
disease, set curing time and carry out all of the healing
process.

(d) can collect data by

sensors and create real time

feedback control.

(e)

and can settle emergency and guarantee safety during
treatment.

The block diagram of the computer-based acupuncture
I [2]. This work has been carried
out in the University of the West of England collaborating
with several clinics in UK.
system is shown in Figure
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l: A computer-based

acupuncture medical system
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To develop the instrument, DAQ-PCI 1200 plug-andplay board and Labview software have been used to
complete

D/A and A/D conversion. In stead of

sound

recognition, the skin impedance can be indicated by current
frequency shown in Figure 2. A special electric circuit has

to reflect the relationship between

been designed

the

impedance and the frequency at test points t3l. A higher
frequency display indicates a lower impedance position. An
instrument operator can easily locate the position of the
acupuncture point by looking on computer screen.

the treatment of routine conditions. It can demonstrate a
high degree of consistency between the treatments applied
by different therapists and which can enhance this
consistency of treatment and outcome, the origins and
explanations of the method become unimportant compared

with the fact that some systematic relationships will

be

statistically demonstrable. It can expand the experience of
every individual practitioner (and may be capable of
extrapolating based on the condensed data model) and play
a substantial part in the training of new practitioners.

Although acupuncture has been more and

more

-2.5

accepted in the West, there is no substantial scientific
reality behind it because a demonstrable mechanism of the
action has yet to be established [a]. The future work for the
development of the instrument is to add more function for
data collection from patients, which may reflect their
illnesses. Therefore, the instruments can be used as an
important means for the further research of acupuncture
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Acupuncture therapy has been expanded

Figure 2: Display of acupoint liequency measurement

Several kinds

of stimulating waveforms can

be
generated and the amplitude and the stimulating rate can be

easily set up.

A pulse

waveform generated

by

by

the

inventions of some modern instruments. However. further

the

instrument is shown in Fisure 3.

work need to be done to meet the demand in

the

comparatively infancy field. Meanwhile, the explanation of
acupuncture is not quite clear till now. The project caried
out in the University of the West of England is intended to

build up an intelligent multifunctional acupuncture
instrument. Not only the instrument can performs as

Stimulatinq waveforml
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computerised medical treatment system, but also act a
useful tool for acupuncture research. With the instrument,
the research on meridian theory will be carried out further,
in particular identify the possible relationship between the
bio-electrical properties of meridians and internal organs,
so that the mystery of acupuncture could be unveiled.
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Figure 3: Stimulating waveform for acupuncture treatment
The expert system can not only act as a tool to diagnose
diseases and indicate the related meridians but also connect
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with the curing process. This system can be easily operated
even by less experienced acupuncturists and be used to
release the most experienced practitioners llom presence in
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